We introduce a construction technique for generalized complex linear processing orthogo-13 nal designs, which are p × n matrices X satisfying X H X = f I , where f is a complex quadratic 14 form, I is the identity matrix, and X has complex entries. These matrices generalize the familiar 15 notions of orthogonal designs and generalized complex orthogonal designs. We explain the 16 application of these matrices to space-time block coding for multiple-antenna wireless com-17 munications. In particular, we discuss the practical strengths of the space-time block codes 18 constructed via our proposed technique. 19
Introduction

21
The theory of orthogonal designs dates back over a century [1] [2] [3] . Since Radon's 22 classical result implying the set of dimensions for which real square orthogonal 23 designs exist [3] , several generalizations of real square orthogonal designs have fol- 24 lowed, including generalized real orthogonal designs, complex orthogonal designs, 25 generalized complex orthogonal designs, and generalized complex linear processing 26 orthogonal designs. A thorough treatment of orthogonal designs is found in [4] . Tar-27 okh, Jafarkhani, and Calderbank pioneered using generalized complex orthogonal 28 designs to construct space-time block codes (STBCs), which are used to transmit 29 data over wireless channels using multiple transmit antennas [5] . Their work extends 30 Alamouti's scheme for wireless communications with two transmit antennas [6] . In 31 this paper, we present a mathematically elegant technique of constructing gener-32 alized complex linear processing orthogonal designs, and we discuss the resulting 33 designs' practical strengths. 34 In Section 2, we provide the necessary definitions and an introduction to space-35 time block coding. In Section 3, we present our construction technique for gener-36 alized complex linear processing orthogonal designs. In Section 4, we demonstrate 37 how our construction technique can be used to generate generalized complex linear 38 processing orthogonal designs with few or no zeros, and we discuss the trade-off 39 between having few zeros and high rates. In Section 5, we discuss other implemen- 40 tations of this construction. In Section 6, we conclude the paper by reviewing the 41 strengths of our construction technique. where I n is the identity matrix of order n. We note that over the appropriate algebraic for n = 2m − 1 or n = 2m antennas (i.e. with n = 2m − 1 or n = 2m columns), the 109 maximum rate is R = vectors. The off-diagonal entries of X H X are either of the form
are distinct vectors from Cols(G). In the first case, we have: 
In the second case, 150 we have (1) and satisfying
satisfies X H X = f I q . Hence X is a STBC which is n × q for any n 2 q n.
(3)
We now consider
We note that other linear combinations (i.e. sA + itB and sC + itD) are pos- given by:
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The construction can be used on G in many ways to control the number of columns 
The 8 × 6 STBC X 2 below is formed by pairing columns 1 and 2 of G together, 191 pairing columns 3 and 4 of G together, and using unpaired columns 5 through 8 of 192 G: We now provide examples and discuss how our construction can be used to yield 224 codes with few or no zeros, while balancing a need for respectable rates. Let
The Construction Theorem can be used on G in many ways to control the number 
We also achieve a marked decrease in the number of in Liang has 2 zeros per column, and we note that no row has more than one zero. For example, using G 1 and G 2 as given below: 299 
x 10 x 11 x 12 −x 10 x 9 x 12 −x 11 −x 11 −x 12
x 9 x 10 −x 12
x 11 −x 10
we can construct 300
and then apply the Construction Theorem to G to obtain a variety of STBCs. One such exam-301 ple is given by X below: 302 
The novelty here is in concatenating matrices of different sizes to build the final matrix. 303
Conclusions
304
We explained a practical application of designs: Space-time block codes for multiple-305 antenna wireless communications. We presented an elegant technique for constructing space-306 time block codes. The construction technique is novel in that we use the inner structure of 307 existing ODs or CODs in order to build a new STBC (without the need for amicable designs 308 and without complicated algorithms). 309
The resulting space-time block codes have the following practical features: A varying 310 number of columns, few to no zero entries, and respectable rates. By affording flexibility in 311 the number of columns in the resulting STBC, we can accommodate varying requirements 312 for the number of transmit antennas over complex constellations. By constructing STBCs 313 with relatively few or no zeros, we require a relatively small peak-to-mean power ratio per 314 each transmit antenna to achieve the same bit error rate, and we do not require any transmit 315 antennas to be turned off during transmission. 316
